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the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1890 Excerpt: .it was
not the case of a single vessel making the best of the gale, and
taking care of herself under steam, but of twenty great ships
bound to keep iu station for fighting purposes, etc., under sail-
power only, and all regulated by night-signals, carried from
one division of the fleet to another by the repeating frigate or
frigates of the squadron. The dazzling electric search-light and
flashing signals were then (perhaps fortunately) unknown, and
beyond an occasional blue light or false fire, or a gun or two
fired when not in action, all night-signals were given by candle-
light in horn lanterns, shown in various parts of the ship s
rigging, at times combined with a flag or two--a form of light
which, at any rate, left the old seamen s eyes clear and steady
to make out the all-important movements of hull and sail by...
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This ebook is amazing. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at time. You may like how the author compose this
ebook.
-- Nikko B a shir ia n-- Nikko B a shir ia n

Completely essential go through book. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to read yet
again yet again later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Edwa r do R oha n III--  Edwa r do R oha n III
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